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Introduction Purpose of the Course

In this course, we will learn how to configure the logging function settings using the screen design software GT Designer3. 

In this course, we will learn the process of configuring the logging settings using the screen design software GT Designer3, 
executing logging with the GOT, and checking the logging data on the personal computer.

As prerequisites for this course, you should have already completed the following courses or possess the equivalent knowledge 
in:

FA Equipment for Beginners (HMIs)

GOT2000 Basics (GOT Introduction)

GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Screen Design Introduction) 

Logging for Beginners

FA Equipment for Beginners (PLCs)

PLC MELSEC iQ-R Series Basics

PLC Programing Basic (Ladder)



IntroductionIntroduction Course StructureCourse Structure

The contents of this course are as follows.The contents of this course are as follows.  
We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.

Chapter 1 OverviewChapter 1 Overview

The overview of this course is provided.The overview of this course is provided.

Chapter 2 Configuring a Logging SettingChapter 2 Configuring a Logging Setting

We will learn how to configure the logging function settings in GT Designer3.We will learn how to configure the logging function settings in GT Designer3.

Chapter 3 Logging with the GOTChapter 3 Logging with the GOT

We will learn how to perform logging with the GOT using the project set in Chapter 2.We will learn how to perform logging with the GOT using the project set in Chapter 2.

Chapter 4 Checking the Logging DataChapter 4 Checking the Logging Data

We will learn how to check the logging file created in Chapter 3 with the GOT and how to check the logging data in the CSVWe will learn how to check the logging file created in Chapter 3 with the GOT and how to check the logging data in the CSV
file on a personal computer.file on a personal computer.

Final TestFinal Test

Passing grade: 60% or higher.Passing grade: 60% or higher.



IntroductionIntroduction How to Use This e-Learning ToolHow to Use This e-Learning Tool

Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.

Go to the next pageGo to the next page Go to the next page.Go to the next page.

Back to the previous pageBack to the previous page Back to the previous page.Back to the previous page.

Move to the desired pageMove to the desired page "Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page."Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page.

Exit the learningExit the learning Exit the learning.Exit the learning.  
Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.



IntroductionIntroduction Cautions for UseCautions for Use

Safety precautionsSafety precautions

When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.



Chapter 1Chapter 1 OverviewOverview

In this course, we will learn the process of configuring the logging settings using the screen design software GT Designer3,In this course, we will learn the process of configuring the logging settings using the screen design software GT Designer3,
executing logging with the GOT2000 series, and checking the logging data on a personal computer.executing logging with the GOT2000 series, and checking the logging data on a personal computer.

1.1 Configuration of the learning equipment1.1 Configuration of the learning equipment

1.2 Learning equipment list1.2 Learning equipment list

1.3 Logging settings for learning1.3 Logging settings for learning



1.11.1 Configuration of the learning equipmentConfiguration of the learning equipment

The following diagram shows configuration of the learning equipment.The following diagram shows configuration of the learning equipment.



1.21.2 Learning equipment list - 1Learning equipment list - 1

Photo/illustrationPhoto/illustration NameName Application/settingApplication/setting

Personal computerPersonal computer
Used to create GOT project data and transfer the data to the GOT. Used to create GOT project data and transfer the data to the GOT.   
Also used to create sequence programs to check the operation of the created GOTAlso used to create sequence programs to check the operation of the created GOT
project data, and write the programs to the PLC.project data, and write the programs to the PLC.

GOT Screen DesignGOT Screen Design
Software MELSOFT GTSoftware MELSOFT GT
Works3Works3

Includes GT Designer3 (software for creating project data) and GT Simulator3Includes GT Designer3 (software for creating project data) and GT Simulator3
(software for simulating the GOT). Install GT Designer3 on the personal computer. (software for simulating the GOT). Install GT Designer3 on the personal computer.   
(Model: SW1DND-GTWK3-E)(Model: SW1DND-GTWK3-E)

Programmable ControllerProgrammable Controller
Engineering SoftwareEngineering Software
MELSOFT GX Works3MELSOFT GX Works3

Engineering tool for configuring settings, programming, debugging, andEngineering tool for configuring settings, programming, debugging, and
maintenance for PLCs including the MELSEC iQ-R/MELSEC iQ-F series. maintenance for PLCs including the MELSEC iQ-R/MELSEC iQ-F series.   
Install the software on the personal computer.Install the software on the personal computer.

GOTGOT Displays the created project data on the screen to monitor or operate PLCs. Displays the created project data on the screen to monitor or operate PLCs.   
(Model: GT2710-VTBD)(Model: GT2710-VTBD)

USB cableUSB cable
Used to connect the GOT and the personal computer. Used to connect the GOT and the personal computer.   
(Model: GT09-C30USB-5P)(Model: GT09-C30USB-5P)

PLCPLC
Used to run the sequence programs. Used to run the sequence programs.   
(Model: R04CPU)(Model: R04CPU)

Ethernet cableEthernet cable

Used to connect the GOT and the PLC. Used to connect the GOT and the PLC.   
* Use a commercially available Ethernet cable that meets the 100BASE-TX standard* Use a commercially available Ethernet cable that meets the 100BASE-TX standard
(recommended to use Category 5 or higher shielded cable). (recommended to use Category 5 or higher shielded cable). 
* Ethernet is a registered trademark of Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.* Ethernet is a registered trademark of Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.



1.21.2 Learning equipment list - 2Learning equipment list - 2

Photo/illustrationPhoto/illustration NameName Application/settingApplication/setting

SD cardSD card Stores logging data. Install it on drive A of the GOT. Stores logging data. Install it on drive A of the GOT.   
(Model: NZ1MEM-16GBSD)(Model: NZ1MEM-16GBSD)

BatteryBattery
Used to keep the logging data stored in the buffering area even while the GOTUsed to keep the logging data stored in the buffering area even while the GOT
power supply is turned off (power failure backup). power supply is turned off (power failure backup).   
(Model: GT11-50BAT)(Model: GT11-50BAT)



1.31.3 Logging settings for learningLogging settings for learning

In this course, we will configure the logging settings for the following operation, and learn the GOT's logging function. In this course, we will configure the logging settings for the following operation, and learn the GOT's logging function.   
■ Collecting 100 values of the PLC devices "D0, D1, and D2" in 0.1 second cycles, saving the 100 data items in one file, and■ Collecting 100 values of the PLC devices "D0, D1, and D2" in 0.1 second cycles, saving the 100 data items in one file, and
creating 10 filescreating 10 files



Chapter 2Chapter 2 Configuring a Logging SettingConfiguring a Logging Setting

In this chapter, we will learn how to configure the logging function settings.In this chapter, we will learn how to configure the logging function settings.

2.1 Starting a logging setting2.1 Starting a logging setting

2.2 Setting a logging name2.2 Setting a logging name

2.3 Setting a target device for data collection2.3 Setting a target device for data collection

2.4 Setting a logging data collection interval2.4 Setting a logging data collection interval

2.5 Selecting how to save logging data2.5 Selecting how to save logging data

2.6 Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file2.6 Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file

2.7 Setting the number of logging files2.7 Setting the number of logging files

2.8 Setting the save destination of logging files2.8 Setting the save destination of logging files

2.9 Saving a logging file to a CSV file2.9 Saving a logging file to a CSV file

2.10 Saving the logging data before outputted to a logging file2.10 Saving the logging data before outputted to a logging file

2.11 Exiting the logging setting2.11 Exiting the logging setting



2.12.1 Starting a logging setting - 1Starting a logging setting - 1

Display the [Logging] dialog in GT Designer3 and start a logging setting.Display the [Logging] dialog in GT Designer3 and start a logging setting.

(1) Start GT Designer3 and create a project. (1) Start GT Designer3 and create a project. 
(2) Select [Common] → [Logging] from the menu to display [Logging List]. (2) Select [Common] → [Logging] from the menu to display [Logging List]. 
(3) In the [Logging List] dialog, select [New] to display the [Logging] dialog.(3) In the [Logging List] dialog, select [New] to display the [Logging] dialog.



2.12.1 Starting a logging setting - 2Starting a logging setting - 2



2.22.2 Setting a logging nameSetting a logging name

Set a logging name ([Logging ID] and [Logging Name]).Set a logging name ([Logging ID] and [Logging Name]).

(1) Set [Logging ID].(1) Set [Logging ID].  
(2) Set [Logging Name].(2) Set [Logging Name].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Logging IDLogging ID 11
Logging nameLogging name Logging 1Logging 1



2.32.3 Setting a target device for data collection - 1Setting a target device for data collection - 1

Set a target device for logging data collection.Set a target device for logging data collection.



2.32.3 Setting a target device for data collection - 2Setting a target device for data collection - 2

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
PointPoint 33

DeviceDevice
No.1No.1 D0D0
No.2No.2 D1 (automatically set)D1 (automatically set)
No.3No.3 D2 (automatically set)D2 (automatically set)

(1) Click [Set Target Device].(1) Click [Set Target Device].

(2) Enter a target device for logging data collection. (2) Enter a target device for logging data collection.   
(3) Set the number of target devices for logging data collection. In this example, No. 2 and No. 3 devices are automatically set.(3) Set the number of target devices for logging data collection. In this example, No. 2 and No. 3 devices are automatically set.  
(4) Click the [OK] button.(4) Click the [OK] button.



2.42.4 Setting a logging data collection interval - 1Setting a logging data collection interval - 1

Set a logging data collection interval.Set a logging data collection interval.



2.42.4 Setting a logging data collection interval - 2Setting a logging data collection interval - 2

(1) Click [Trigger Setting] to open the [Trigger Setting] dialog.(1) Click [Trigger Setting] to open the [Trigger Setting] dialog.



2.42.4 Setting a logging data collection interval - 3Setting a logging data collection interval - 3

(2) Select a logging data collection timing in the [Trigger Type] pull-down list. (2) Select a logging data collection timing in the [Trigger Type] pull-down list.   
(3) Set a device used as a trigger condition for [Trigger Device]. (3) Set a device used as a trigger condition for [Trigger Device].   
(4) Enter a cycle time for logging data collection in units of 100 ms. (4) Enter a cycle time for logging data collection in units of 100 ms.   
(5) Click the [OK] button.(5) Click the [OK] button.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Trigger typeTrigger type ON SamplingON Sampling
Trigger deviceTrigger device GB64GB64
Cycle timeCycle time 1 (x100ms)1 (x100ms)



2.52.5 Selecting how to save logging data - 1Selecting how to save logging data - 1

Select how to save logging data.Select how to save logging data.



2.52.5 Selecting how to save logging data - 2Selecting how to save logging data - 2

The following explains how to save logging data. In this course, we will configure the settings for saving multiple logging files inThe following explains how to save logging data. In this course, we will configure the settings for saving multiple logging files in
an SD card.an SD card.

(1) Select [File] for [How to store logging data].(1) Select [File] for [How to store logging data].



2.62.6 Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file - 1Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file - 1

Set the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file.Set the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file.



2.62.6 Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file - 2Setting the number of logs to be saved in one file - 2

Set the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file. In this course, we will configure the setting for creating aSet the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file. In this course, we will configure the setting for creating a
logging file for 100 data items each.logging file for 100 data items each.

(1) Set [Number of logs to be stored in 1 logging file].(1) Set [Number of logs to be stored in 1 logging file].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Number of logs to be stored in one logging fileNumber of logs to be stored in one logging file 100100



2.72.7 Setting the number of logging files - 1Setting the number of logging files - 1

Set the number of logging files to be created in an SD card.Set the number of logging files to be created in an SD card.



2.72.7 Setting the number of logging files - 2Setting the number of logging files - 2

(1) Enter the number of logging files to be saved in [Maximum number of files to store logs].(1) Enter the number of logging files to be saved in [Maximum number of files to store logs].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Maximum number of files to store logsMaximum number of files to store logs 1010



2.82.8 Setting the save destination of logging files - 1Setting the save destination of logging files - 1

Set a save destination of logging files.Set a save destination of logging files.



2.82.8 Setting the save destination of logging files - 2Setting the save destination of logging files - 2

(1) Click [Destination].(1) Click [Destination].



2.82.8 Setting the save destination of logging files - 3Setting the save destination of logging files - 3

(2) Select a save destination for [Drive Name].(2) Select a save destination for [Drive Name].  
(3) Enter the save destination data in [Folder Name] and [File Name].(3) Enter the save destination data in [Folder Name] and [File Name].  
(4) Click the [OK] button.(4) Click the [OK] button.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Drive nameDrive name A: Standard SD cardA: Standard SD card
Folder nameFolder name Package1\LOG00001Package1\LOG00001
File nameFile name LOG00001_****.G2LLOG00001_****.G2L



2.92.9 Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 1Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 1

Configure the settings to save a logging file to a CSV file.Configure the settings to save a logging file to a CSV file.



2.92.9 Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 2Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 2

(1) Select [Output additional file].(1) Select [Output additional file].

(2) Click [Destination].(2) Click [Destination].



2.92.9 Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 3Saving a logging file to a CSV file - 3

(3) Set [Output Type] and [Destination]. (3) Set [Output Type] and [Destination].   

(4) Click the [OK] button.(4) Click the [OK] button.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Output typeOutput type CSVCSV
DestinationDestination Same as Logging FileSame as Logging File



2.102.10 Saving the logging data before outputted to a logging fileSaving the logging data before outputted to a logging file

The collected logging data is cached in the GOT before the data is saved to an SD card as a logging file. We will configure theThe collected logging data is cached in the GOT before the data is saved to an SD card as a logging file. We will configure the
setting so that the cached data is retained when the GOT is powered off.setting so that the cached data is retained when the GOT is powered off.

(1) Select [Retain the logging data stored in the buffering area even when the GOT is turned off(data retention)].(1) Select [Retain the logging data stored in the buffering area even when the GOT is turned off(data retention)].



2.112.11 Exiting the logging settingExiting the logging setting

The logging settings are completed. Click [OK] in the [Logging] dialog.The logging settings are completed. Click [OK] in the [Logging] dialog.



Chapter 3Chapter 3 Logging with the GOTLogging with the GOT

In Chapter 3, we will learn how to perform logging with the GOT.In Chapter 3, we will learn how to perform logging with the GOT.

3.1 Creating GOT project data3.1 Creating GOT project data

3.2 Creating a sequence program3.2 Creating a sequence program

3.3 Transferring data to the GOT and the PLC3.3 Transferring data to the GOT and the PLC

3.4 Connecting the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cable3.4 Connecting the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cable

3.5 Starting logging3.5 Starting logging

3.6 Stopping logging3.6 Stopping logging



3.13.1 Creating GOT project dataCreating GOT project data

Place the following objects on the base screen of a project with the logging settings configured. Place the following objects on the base screen of a project with the logging settings configured.   

(1) Place the objects and figures used for logging start/stop operation. (1) Place the objects and figures used for logging start/stop operation.   

(2) Place the objects and figures used to check the created logging file.(2) Place the objects and figures used to check the created logging file.

ItemItem Object/figureObject/figure SettingSetting ApplicationApplication

(1)(1) Logging start/stopLogging start/stop

TextText Text: Logging start/stopText: Logging start/stop

Bit switchBit switch Device: GB64Device: GB64  
Action: AlternateAction: Alternate

Touch to start logging. Touch again to stopTouch to start logging. Touch again to stop
logging.logging.

Bit lampBit lamp Device: GB64Device: GB64 The lamp lights up while logging is beingThe lamp lights up while logging is being
executed.executed.

(2)(2) Logging file checkLogging file check
TextText Text: Logging file checkText: Logging file check

Special function switchSpecial function switch Switch Action: LoggingSwitch Action: Logging
InformationInformation

Transitions to the [Logging information]Transitions to the [Logging information]
screen of the utility.screen of the utility.



3.23.2 Creating a sequence programCreating a sequence program

Create a sequence program used in the PLC.Create a sequence program used in the PLC.

  Example:  Example:  
  (1) Incrementing the value of D0 by 1 starting from 0 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 99 returns to 0.  (1) Incrementing the value of D0 by 1 starting from 0 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 99 returns to 0.  
  (2) Decrementing the value of D1 by 1 starting from 99 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 10 returns to 99.  (2) Decrementing the value of D1 by 1 starting from 99 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 10 returns to 99.  
  (3) Incrementing the value of D2 by 2 starting from 20 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 80 returns to 20.  (3) Incrementing the value of D2 by 2 starting from 20 at 0.1 second intervals. The value after 80 returns to 20.



3.33.3 Transferring data to the GOT and the PLCTransferring data to the GOT and the PLC

Transfer the created GOT project data to the GOT and PLC data to the PLC.Transfer the created GOT project data to the GOT and PLC data to the PLC.



3.43.4 Connecting the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cableConnecting the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cable

Connect the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cable.Connect the GOT and the PLC with an Ethernet cable.



3.53.5 Starting loggingStarting logging

Start logging with the GOT.Start logging with the GOT.

(1) Touch the [Logging start/stop] switch.(1) Touch the [Logging start/stop] switch.

(2) The lamp lights up while logging is being executed.(2) The lamp lights up while logging is being executed.



3.63.6 Stopping loggingStopping logging

Stop logging with the GOT.Stop logging with the GOT.

(1) After a lapse of a specified time period (about three minutes), touch the [Logging start/stop] switch to stop logging.(1) After a lapse of a specified time period (about three minutes), touch the [Logging start/stop] switch to stop logging.

(2) The logging stops and the lamp lights out.(2) The logging stops and the lamp lights out.



Chapter 4Chapter 4 Checking the Logging DataChecking the Logging Data

In Chapter 4, we will learn how to check the logging file created in Chapter 3 with the GOT and how to check the logging dataIn Chapter 4, we will learn how to check the logging file created in Chapter 3 with the GOT and how to check the logging data
in the CSV file on a personal computer.in the CSV file on a personal computer.

4.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT4.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT

4.2 Checking the logging data in the CSV file on a personal computer4.2 Checking the logging data in the CSV file on a personal computer



4.14.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 1Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 1

Check the logging file created with the GOT.Check the logging file created with the GOT.

(1) Touch the [Logging file check] switch to display the [Logging information] screen of the utility.(1) Touch the [Logging file check] switch to display the [Logging information] screen of the utility.



4.14.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 2Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 2

(2) Touch [PACKAGE1].(2) Touch [PACKAGE1].

(3) Touch [LOG00001].(3) Touch [LOG00001].



4.14.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 3Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 3

(4) Make sure that the logging file (G2L) is listed.(4) Make sure that the logging file (G2L) is listed.



4.14.1 Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 4Checking the created logging file with the GOT - 4

(5) Make sure that the CSV file is listed.(5) Make sure that the CSV file is listed.



4.24.2 Checking the logging data in the CSV file on a personal computerChecking the logging data in the CSV file on a personal computer

Check the logging file outputted to a CSV file on a personal computer.Check the logging file outputted to a CSV file on a personal computer.

(1) Remove the SD card from the GOT and set it on a personal computer.(1) Remove the SD card from the GOT and set it on a personal computer.

(2) Find the CSV file using Explorer of the personal computer and double-click the file.(2) Find the CSV file using Explorer of the personal computer and double-click the file.  
(3) The logging data details are displayed.(3) The logging data details are displayed.



TestTest Final TestFinal Test

Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Logging (Basic Setting)Logging (Basic Setting) course, you are ready to take the final test. If course, you are ready to take the final test. If
you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.

There are a total of 5 questions (5 items) in this Final Test.There are a total of 5 questions (5 items) in this Final Test.

You can take the final test as many times as you like.You can take the final test as many times as you like.

Score resultsScore results

The number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appearThe number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appear
on the score page.on the score page.



TestTest Final Test 1Final Test 1

What is the number that identifies the logging setting? Select the correct answer from the options.What is the number that identifies the logging setting? Select the correct answer from the options.

Q1Q1

  

Logging nameLogging name

Logging IDLogging ID

Logging titleLogging title



TestTest Final Test 2Final Test 2

Select the minimum unit of logging data collection cycle in the GOT.Select the minimum unit of logging data collection cycle in the GOT.

Q1Q1

  

100 ms100 ms 500 ms500 ms

1 s1 s 5 s5 s



TestTest Final Test 3Final Test 3

What is the term for retaining the logging data stored in the buffering area when the GOT is powered off? Select theWhat is the term for retaining the logging data stored in the buffering area when the GOT is powered off? Select the
correct answer from the options.correct answer from the options.

Q1Q1

  

Temporary saveTemporary save

Power failure backupPower failure backup

Power retentionPower retention



TestTest Final Test 4Final Test 4

When 10 is set for the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file, how many logging files are createdWhen 10 is set for the number of logging data items to be stored in one logging file, how many logging files are created
when 100 logging data items are collected? Select the correct answer from the options.when 100 logging data items are collected? Select the correct answer from the options.

Q1Q1

  

100100 1010

11 10001000



TestTest Final Test 5Final Test 5

When 10 is specified for [Maximum number of files to store logs], which of the following options describes the 11th file?When 10 is specified for [Maximum number of files to store logs], which of the following options describes the 11th file?

Q1Q1

  

The oldest file is overwritten.The oldest file is overwritten. The 11th file is created.The 11th file is created.

The file is not created.The file is not created. The newest file is overwritten.The newest file is overwritten.



TestTest Test ScoreTest Score

      11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 1010
Final Test 1Final Test 1                              

Final Test 2Final Test 2                              

Final Test 3Final Test 3                              

Final Test 4Final Test 4                              
Final Test 5Final Test 5                              

Total questions:Total questions: 55
Correct answers:Correct answers: 05
Percentage:Percentage: 0100 %

You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows. You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows.   
To end the Final Test, proceed to the next pageTo end the Final Test, proceed to the next page

ClearClear



You have completed the You have completed the Logging (Basic Setting)Logging (Basic Setting) course. course.

Thank you for taking this course.Thank you for taking this course.

We hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in theWe hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in the
future.future.

You can review the course as many times as you want.You can review the course as many times as you want.

ReviewReview

CloseClose
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